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In this Silly Story from Autumn's Acres, we meet Pinkerton Stinkerton, a musical little pig.

Pinkerton loves to sing and dance until one day, a friend's thoughtless words create confusion

about whether or not there may be a real frog in his throat. Pinkerton quickly learns not to

worry, for the the song in his heart is everything that he needs!

Selected for the Pennsylvania Book Award--The Baker's Dozen"One of the very best picture

books of 2012""Suitable for beginning readers, the humorous antics of Frog and Fly will be

enjoyed by preschoolers as well. Bright, cartoonlike illustrations fill the pages, some of which

have two panels clearly delineated by white frames, adding to the cartoon feel. This would be a

fun reader's theater for storytime or classroom use."--"School Library Journal""Young readers

will enjoy watching the jokes play out in Mack's crisp comic-book panels, which are peppered

with clearly lettered dialogue and thought bubbles. This expressive and personable duo

provides a spot-on brand of joke-book style humor that children will find plenty

entertaining."--"Publishers Weekly""Adults might want to get more than one copy of this, as it's

sure to fly right off the shelves."-"BCCB"Capitol Choices' "Noteworthy Titles for Children and

Teens" list!About the AuthorOriginally from Syracuse, NY, Jeff Mack (www.JeffMack.com) grew

up fascinated by monsters and robots. He built his own pinball machines from cardboard

boxes, and created comic books about his four siblings being devoured by monsters. Now at

home in Western Massachusetts, he continues to write, paint, and talk with school groups

about his various projects. He is the author/illustrator of such books as Good News Bad News;

Ah Ha!; and the soon-to-be-released Look! Follow @jeffmackbooks
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The book by Tiana Hubbard has a rating of  5 out of 2.5. 2 people have provided feedback.
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